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Abstract

Contemporary multilingual dependency parsers
can parse a diverse set of languages, but for
Morphologically Rich Languages (MRLs), per-
formance is attested to be lower than other lan-
guages. The key challenge is that, due to high
morphological complexity and ambiguity of
the space-delimited input tokens, the linguistic
units that act as nodes in the tree are not known
in advance. Pre-neural dependency parsers for
MRLs subscribed to the joint morpho-syntactic
hypothesis, stating that morphological segmen-
tation and syntactic parsing should be solved
jointly, rather than as a pipeline where segmen-
tation precedes parsing. However, neural state-
of-the-art parsers to date use a strict pipeline.
In this paper we introduce a joint neural archi-
tecture where a lattice-based representation pre-
serving all morphological ambiguity of the in-
put is provided to an arc-factored model, which
then solves the morphological segmentation
and syntactic parsing tasks at once. Our exper-
iments on Hebrew, a rich and highly ambigu-
ous MRL, demonstrate state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on parsing, tagging and segmentation of
the Hebrew section of UD, using a single model.
This proposed architecture is LLM-based and
language agnostic, providing a solid founda-
tion for MRLs to obtain further performance
improvements and bridge the gap with other
languages.

1 Introduction

Dependency parsing is the task of automatically
analyzing the syntactic structure of a sentence and
exposing the functional relationships between its
words. In the past, dependency parsing was shown
to be extremely useful for many language process-
ing tasks, as machine translation (Galley and Man-
ning, 2009), question answering (Garimella et al.,
2021) and information extraction (Hwang et al.,
2020), to name a few. While nowadays many
English NLP tasks are solved end-to-end using

large language models (LLMs) and without access-
ing any symbolic structure, for low- and medium-
resource languages, parsers are still indispensable,
enabling a host of downstream applications.

Most neural state-of-the-art dependency parsers
to date presuppose a pipeline architecture (Qi et al.,
2020; Honnibal and Montani, 2017; Minh Nguyen
and Nguyen, 2021) that includes several analysis
stages — tokenization, word segmentation, part-
of-speech (POS) tagging, morphological feature
tagging, dependency parsing, and sometimes also
named entity recognition — and the linguistic fea-
tures from each stage are provided as input to the
tasks that follow it, and contribute to the overall
efficacy.

In morphologically-rich languages (MRLs),
many raw space-delimited tokens consist of mul-
tiple units, each of which serves a distinct role in
the overall syntactic representation (Tsarfaty et al.,
2010, 2020). Consequently, segmentation is es-
sential for accurate MRL parsing. However, due
to high morphological ambiguity, when segmenta-
tion is performed prior to (and independently of)
the parsing phase, segmentation errors may prop-
agate to undermine the syntactic predictions, and
subsequently lead to an overall incorrect parse.

According to the joint hypothesis, that was heav-
ily populated in parsing studies for MRLs in the pre-
neural era (Tsarfaty, 2006; Cohen and Smith, 2007;
Goldberg and Tsarfaty, 2008; Green and Manning,
2010; Seeker and Çetinoğlu, 2015), morphological
segmentation and syntactic predictions are mutu-
ally dependent, and hence, these two tasks should
be solved together.

Following these lines, More et al. (2019) de-
veloped a joint morpho-syntactic transition-based
parser that achieved state-of-the-art (SOTA) results
on Hebrew parsing. This system employs a mor-
phological lattice as input for a transition system,
with both syntactic and morphological transitions,
for picking the right arcs and segments in tan-
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dem. Another influential work is that of Seeker
and Çetinoğlu (2015), that displays all potential
segments that could be involved in any token’s
analysis, and allows an MST graph-based parser
pick the highest scoring subset of arcs and nodes
as the output dependency tree, showing parsing
improvements for both Hebrew and Turkish. Sim-
ilarly, Krishna et al. (2020a,b) contributed a non-
neural graph-based parser for Sanskrit which em-
ploy energy-based modeling to determine the op-
timal path on a graph which jointly represents a
valid segmentation and syntactic analysis. How-
ever, this architecture is non-neural and Sanskrit
specific, relying on labor-intensive hand-crafted
feature engineering. In neural settings, and still for
Sanskrit, Sandhan et al. (2021) introduced a pre-
training approach which focuses on amalgamating
word representations generated by encoders trained
on auxiliary tasks, such as morphological and syn-
tactic tags. Unlike the present work, this neural
architecture does not make any segmentation deci-
sions nor does it leverage the lattice structure for
joint segmentation and parsing.

All in all, in the case of neural multilin-
gual dependency parsers, the pipeline approach
of segment-then-parse is fully maintained (Kon-
dratyuk and Straka, 2019a,b; Minh Nguyen and
Nguyen, 2021), and no language-agnostic architec-
ture for morphological segmentation and syntactic
parsing is yet to be found.

In this paper we revisit the joint hypothesis as a
viable way to improve neural dependency parsing
for MRLs. The idea, in a nutshell, is as follows.
We start off with an arc-factored model (Dozat and
Manning, 2017) that accepts a sequence of words
as input, and generates a dependency tree by pick-
ing the highest scoring arcs connecting all words.
In our approach, the arc-factored model takes as
input a linearized lattice containing all possible
morphological segments that may potentially act as
nodes, and learns to assign a head and label to each
such node. During training, incorrect segments are
mapped to an auxiliary node, of which subtree is
excluded from the final dependency tree. At infer-
ence time then, the model maps relevant segments
to the main branch and unused segments to the
auxiliary branch, building a complete dependency
tree. In this process, morphological segmentation
decisions get informed by the syntactic arcs, and
vice versa. We further extend the architecture with
a multi-task learning (MTL) component to predict
the features of each node, e.g., POS, gender, num-

ber and person.
Our experiments on the Hebrew Section of UD1

show that in cases where the input morphological
analyses are complete, our model provides new and
improved state of the art results for segmentation
and parsing for Hebrew, in a single, jointly trained,
model. In the more realistic case, where some of
the word lattices may lack possible analyses (the
case of out of vocabulary (OOV) tokens), the model
still delivers competitive results for segmentation,
tagging and parsing, outperforming the state-of-
the-art results of the de-facto standard pipelines,
Stanza and Trankit.

2 Challenge and Research Objectives

The goal of dependency parsing is to automatically
analyze the syntactic structure of a sentence by
indicating the functional relationship between its
words. The input is assumed to be a sequence of
space-delimited tokens that represent words, and
the output is a directed tree where each input word
serves as a node, and each arc represents a relation
between two such words. An arc can be labeled to
indicate the relation type between the two words.

Deep neural networks have recently achieved
unprecedented results in many areas of natural
language processing, including the dependency
parsing task. The architecture of Dozat and Man-
ning (2017) (that followed up on Kiperwasser and
Goldberg (2016)) is currently accepted as the stan-
dard architecture for dependency parsing. Dozat
and Manning present a simple neural architecture
where an arc factored model selects the best set of
dependency arcs and labels. This approach is the
foundation of several SOTA dependency parsers,
including Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) and Trankit
(Minh Nguyen and Nguyen, 2021), which have
been trained and successfully used across differ-
ent languages. Crucially, these parsers and oth-
ers (Dozat and Manning, 2017; Qi et al., 2020;
Minh Nguyen and Nguyen, 2021; Kondratyuk and
Straka, 2019a,b) all subscribe to a pipeline ap-
proach, where the input tokens are pre-segmented,
and these segments uniquely determine the nodes
in the tree.

This pipeline approach has been applied across
many language types, including morphologically
rich languages (MRL). However, MRLs pose a
significant challenge to such architectures. In a

1The UD initiative https://universaldependencies.
org/treebanks/he_htb/index.html
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Figure 1: The morphological lattice for the Hebrew
phrase bclm hneim and two associated dependency trees
depicting alternative segmentations (Origin: More et al.
(2019)). The upper tree illustrates the syntactic structure
corresponding to "In their pleasant shadow", while the
lower tree corresponds to "Their onion was pleasant".
This highlights the existence of multiple morphological
decompositions and various potential dependency trees.

pipeline architecture, where morphological seg-
mentation is performed prior to parsing. However,
tokens in MRLs are rich and complex, and include
multiple units that can act as individual nodes in
the tree. Hence their segmentation may be highly
ambiguous, and the nodes of the tree are not known
in advance. When these segments are fixed prior
to parsing, wrong segmentation seriously hinders
parsing results. The main challenge is then to find
the appropriate segmentation that is relevant to the
particular syntactic context. This challenge is illus-
trated at Figure 1. here we consider the Hebrew
phrase ’bclm hneim’, which can be translated in
various ways depending on the segmentation anal-
ysis applied: "In their pleasant shadow", "In the
pleasant photographer," or "Their onion was pleas-
ant". Figure 1 provides a lattice representation of
all morphological analyses of the phrase, where
different segmentations give rise to substantially
different syntactic trees.

Pre-neural models addressed this challenge by
jointly modeling morphological segmentation and
dependency parsing, and have shown that it yields
superior results for both tasks. The pressing re-
search question at hand is whether this hypothesis
can also be validated within the context of neural

parsing architectures. In other words, can neural
parsing models benefit from a joint approach to
segmentation and parsing, similar to what has been
observed in non-neural models?

This paper addresses two primary objectives.
Firstly, we aim to introduce a unified neural ar-
chitecture that jointly solves segmentation, tagging
and parsing, with the aim of empirically validat-
ing the joint hypothesis within the realm of neural
architectures. Secondly, we seek to attain state-
of-the-art (SOTA) results for Hebrew, a language
renowned for its formidable parsing challenges at-
tributed to its substantial morphological ambigu-
ity.

3 The Proposal: A Model for Joint
Morphological Segmentation and
Syntactic Dependency Parsing

Task Definition Formally, our proposed model is
defined as a structure prediction function f : S →
D, where s ∈ S represents a sequence of raw input
tokens, and d ∈ D denotes a dependency tree with
nodes corresponding to disambiguated units, which
we refer to here as morphological segments. Cru-
cially, we retain morphological ambiguity, and de-
liver all possible analyses of s to the parser. Hence,
we assume a Morphological Analyzer (MA), that
given an input sentence s = s1, . . . , sk yields a
token-lattice termed Li = MA(si) for each to-
ken si. The complete lattice of the input sentence
Ls = MA(s) is defined as the concatenation of the
token lattices Ls = MA(s1) ◦ · · · ◦MA(sk). Our
structure prediction function becomes f : L → D,
with Ls ∈ L as the morphological lattice of s ∈ S.

Input Linearization Upon receiving an input lat-
tice Ls, we aim to linearize it in order to be able
to encode it as an input vector for the neural archi-
tecture. As shall be seen shortly, the linearization
is a critical phase for obtaining a neural encoding
of the non-linear, morphologically ambiguous, in-
put. We illustrate the linearization process using
the Hebrew sentence ’bkrti bbit hlbn’ (lit: "I-visited
in-the-house the-white", trans: "I visited the white
house"). Initially, the MA provides a list of all
potential analyses for each token: bkrti: [(’bkrti’)],
bbit: [(’b’, ’bit’), (’b’, ’h’, ’bit’)], hlbn: [(’h’, ’lbn’),
(’hlbn’)]. Subsequently, each token is linearized
independently: bkrti: [’bkrti’], bbit: [’b’, ’bit’, ’b’,
’h’, ’bit’], hlbn: [’h’, ’lbn’, ’hlbn’]. Finally, all
linearized analyses are concatenated according to
the initial order: [’bkrti’, ’b’, ’bit’, ’b’, ’h’, ’bit’,
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’h’, ’lbn’, ’hlbn’].
Formally, the linearize function takes an input

lattice Ls and returns a sequence of m analyses
while maintaining the partial order of the tokens.
Within the input lattice Ls = MA(s1) ◦ · · · ◦
MA(sk), each MA(sj) encompasses a compre-
hensive set of potential analyses — segmentation
options — for the token sj . Let kj be the num-
ber of analyses of the jth token; then, it holds that∑n

j=1 kj = m. Also, let aij be the ith analysis of
the jth token. The linearization function works as
follow:

linearize(Lt) =

linearize(MA(t1) ◦ · · · ◦MA(tk)) =

linearize(MA(t1)) ◦ · · · ◦ linearize(MA(tk)) =

a11, . . . , a
k1
1 ◦ a12, . . . , ak22 ◦ · · · ◦ aknn

The number of morphemes in an analysis aji is
r(i,j), denoted as

aji = m1
(i,j), . . . ,m

r(i,j)−1

(i,j) ,m
r(i,j)
(i,j)

Consequently, the total number of morphemes in
the linearized lattice is given by

∑n
j=1

∑kj
i=1 r(i,j).

Thus, the linearized lattice can be expressed as a
sequence of morphemes:

linearize(Lt) =

m1
(1,1), . . . ,m

r(1,1)
(1,1) , . . . ,m

r(n,kn)

(n,kn)

Joint Prediction We extend the simple and well-
known neural arc-factored model to accept a lin-
earized Lattice as input, and choose a subset of arcs
with the highest scores as the output dependency
tree. Crucially, this selected set of arcs does not
take all segments as nodes. On the contrary, the arc
selection essentially determines which segments
from the lattice are included in the final tree, and is
subject to certain constraints, as we detail shortly.

Let us define A(Ls) the set of all possible sub-
sets of arcs in the linearized lattice. In our model
we aim to select a highest scoring subset A as the
DEP tree:

DEP = argmaxA∈A(Ls)score(A)

To ensure that the nodes of the selected arcs in
A form a valid morpheme sequence, the nodes that
participate in the subset of arcs must adhere to the
following constraints:

1. Exactly one segmentation analysis should be
chosen per token.

2. All morphemes in the chosen analysis should
be included in the selection.

3. Arcs cannot connect morphemes from differ-
ent analyses of the same token.

When enforcing these constraints, the set of sub-
sets A(Ls) is significantly smaller than a straight-
forward cartesian product over all possible seg-
ments. We thus define the set C:

C = constrained(A(Ls)) = {a11, . . . , ak11 }×
{a12, . . . , ak22 } × · · · × {a1n, . . . , aknn }

And the prediction function becomes

DEP = argmaxA∈Cscore(A)

Finally, note that in this model, A is not formally
defined to form a tree. In order to ensure a tree
structure, at inference time we employ an Maxi-
mum Spanning Tree algorithm (MST) on top of the
constrained graph.

DEP = argmaxA∈CMST_score(A)

Note that the highest scoring tree uniquely defines
the set of nodes that participate in it, so the MST in
this proposed method also acts to substantiate the
scoring function for morphological disambiguation
(MD). We thus get:

⟨MD,DEP ⟩ = argmaxA∈CMST_score(A)

4 The Overall Architecture

The Joint Arc-Factored Model The central com-
ponent of the architecture is an arc-factored model
capable of selecting the highest-scoring subset
from the (constrained) set of arcs. Our departure
point is the Biaffine-Score architecture of Dozat
and Manning (2017) , which is in turn based on
Kiperwasser and Goldberg (2016), and is currently
the de factor standard architecture for dependency
parsing. In order to turn this architecture into a
joint segmentation-parsing prediction model, we
introduce several novelties into Dozat and Manning
(2017).

In the original architecture, the input consists of
a tokenized sentence with an additional root token.
However, for joint prediction, we modify the input
to be the linearized lattice of the input sentence
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Figure 2: The Head matrix of the Hebrew sentence bkrti
bbit hlbn. Each row depicts the scores assigned to all
heads of a particular segment (including the root and
auxiliary tokens). The darker color indicates a higher
score. The input to Dozat and Manning’s original archi-
tecture consists of the root and gray-marked segments.

and add two nodes: the root node and an auxiliary
node. The linearized lattice represents the list of
all segments from all possible analyses, ordered as
detailed in Section 3.

During training, the head of any segment that
does not appear in the gold dependency tree is
attached under the auxiliary token, and thus, the
model learns to assign to the root only the segments
of the relevant morphological analyses in context.
At inference times, the irrelevant segments are as-
signed to the auxiliary token, and the auxiliary sub-
tree is removed altogether, leaving a single rooted
dependency tree intact. Figure 2 describes the head
matrix of the Hebrew sentence ’bkrti bbit hlbn’ in
our model. The gray-marked segments participate
in the final tree.

Input Embeddings The input to our proposed
architecture consists of the contextualized embed-
dings of the segments sequence, including also the
root and auxiliary tokens at the beginning of that
sequence. Unlike the original input, the linearized
lattice representation lacks a coherent context for
generating high-quality contextualized embeddings.
Therefore, we establish a valid context for each to-
ken analysis from the original sentence, and we
employ contextualized embedding that reflect this
context.

To create the embeddings for each of the input
segments, we begin with the original sequence of
tokens s1, s2, . . . , sk. For each analysis aij , we
create an analysis where we replace sj with the

sequence of morphological segments and results in
the following sequence:

s1, . . . , sj−1,m
1
(i,j), . . . ,m

r(i,j)
(i,j) , sj+1, . . . , sk

Using this modified context, we obtain contextual
embeddings for each of m1

(i,j),m
2
(i,j), . . . ,m

r(i,j)
(i,j)

using an LLM encoder. We apply the LLM’s orig-
inal tokenizer to the morpheme sequence. if the
morpheme is present in the LLM’s encoder vo-
cabulary, it remains untokenized and receives a
single vector embedding. Conversely, for out-of-
vocabulary morpheme, tokenization is carried out
based on the LLM’s encoder. Each new token re-
ceives a vector, and the vector of the first token
represents the whole original morpheme.

The embeddings of the root and auxiliary to-
kens are directly derived from the original token
sequence.2

The Arc Selection Phase The encoded segments
are inputted into Dozat and Manning’s architecture,
which produces two matrices: one for head predic-
tion and another for label prediction. The head pre-
diction matrix assigns a probability to each pair of
segments, including the root and auxiliary tokens,
indicating whether one is the head of the other. A
similar process is carried out for each pair of tokens
with respect to every possible label. The architec-
ture by Dozat and Manning (2017) for dependency
parsing remains unchanged, and the matrices are
employed to represent the syntactic relationships
between segments. The introduction of an auxiliary
token allows for the exclusion of specific segments
from the final tree by removing all segments for
which it serves as the head. All other segments
are retained as nodes in the final tree. This mod-
ification enables the architecture to perform joint
segmentation and parsing predictions.

Input Constraints To ensure that the output con-
forms to the constraints outlined in section 3, it is
imperative to limit the segment-sets that can form
trees constructed beneath the root.

To implement the constrained function, we adopt
a strategy where only one analysis per token is se-
lected in each possible tree. In cases where the
highest scoring subset selects more than one analy-
sis per token, or if no segments from its analyses

2During the embedding process, we may generate differ-
ent embedding vectors for segments with identical forms, e.g.,
the morph b repeats twice in the matrix in Figure 2. How-
ever, these identical forms reside in the context of different
token analyses, and thus their contextualized embeddings are
different.
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were selected, we opt for the next best analysis,
which contains the head segment with the highest
score. When a particular analysis is chosen, we
mask the auxiliary token for each of the segments,
ensuring that all of them are included in the final
tree. Finally, we mask all arcs where a segment
in a chosen analysis that relates to a segment in a
different analysis of the same token.

Multitask Learning We aimed to leverage addi-
tional linguistic tasks such as gender, person, num-
ber, and POS. Consequently, we expanded upon the
original architecture introduced by Dozat and Man-
ning to accommodate these MTL objectives. The
input embedding is processed through a BiLSTM,
and the output is utilized by both the aforemen-
tioned joint architecture and the MTL architecture
designed to handle these linguistic tasks.

The Overall Architecture Figure 3 presents the
proposed architecture from a bird’s eye view. We
illustrate it for the phrase ’bbit hlbn’ ("in the white
house") from Figure 2 which presented the head
matrix of the phrase.

The architecture of our model begins by tak-
ing a sentence and embedding its linearized lattice
representation. These embeddings then undergo
processing through a two-layer BiLSTM. The BiL-
STM’s output is further directed into two distinct
BiLSTMs: one for the Biaffine score architecture
and another for the MTL architecture. Within the
Biaffine module, it is utilized to generate head and
label matrices, facilitating the prediction of a well-
structured dependency tree. In the MTL segment,
the output undergoes dimension reduction through
a linear layer. Subsequently, an additional and
separate linear layer is applied for each MTL task
(POS, gender, number, and person) to predict lan-
guage features. We compute the loss using the
cross-entropy function for the head, label, and each
of the MTL tasks, and then aggregate them into a
combined loss.

5 Experimental Setup

Goal We set out to evaluate the performance of
the proposed joint architecture on segmentation,
tagging and parsing. In all experiments, we show
the segmentation (SEG) and dependency parsing
(DEP) F1score. Additionally, for experiments with
the POS MTL, we present the POS F1score.

Data All our experiments were trained and tested
on the standard split of the Hebrew section of the

Figure 3: The comprehensive architecture examines the
phrase ’bbit hlbn’ (in-the-house the-white), encompass-
ing the processes of morphological analysis, generating
context for each analysis, acquiring contextualized em-
beddings, constructing a dependency tree, and predict-
ing linguistic features.

UD treebank collection (Nivre et al., 2016). The
training set, dev set, and test set consist of 5,168
sentences, 484 sentences, and 491 sentences, re-
spectively. The morphological analysis for the in-
put of our model is provided by the Morphological
Analyzer (MA) of More et al. (2019).3 The MA
provides the segmentation, Part-of-Speech (POS)
tags and morphological features for each segment
in each one of the possible analyses.4

Embeddings The way we generate embedding
for the input lattice complements the architec-
tural design and significantly impacts the parser
performance. Alongside our proposed sentence-
contextualized embedding (Section 4), we assessed
two alternative techniques. We tested this struc-
ture with AlephBert’s (Seker and Tsarfaty, 2021)
static (Static) enbeddings and contextualized (Con-
textualized) embeddings generated directly for the

3https://github.com/OnlpLab/yap
4To address situations where a segment has multiple poten-

tial POS tags or morphological features, we employ a criterion
based on the most common label (or the first one in case of a
tie).
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linearized lattices.

Evaluation Scenarios As part of our model we
use a Morphological Analyzer (MA) component
for generating the lattices. However, any realistic
MA is not exhaustive, as it may lack some analyses,
with certain tokens entirely missing (out of vocabu-
lary, OOV). Hence, we aim to gauge the effect of
the MA coverage on the parser performance. In the
Infused scenario, we experiment in a setup where
for all sentences the correct analysis is guaranteed
to be incorporated as one of the lattice’s internal
paths. To establish the infused scenario, we ex-
amine all tokens in the dataset and integrate the
gold analysis for each token back into the MA. In
the Uninfused scenario, which represents a realis-
tic scenario, we use the MA as is, and there may
be missing analyses in the constructed lattices at
inference time.

Models Current SOTA results in Hebrew de-
pendency parsing are presented by Trankit
(Minh Nguyen and Nguyen, 2021) and Stanza (Qi
et al., 2020), both of which are multilingual neural
parsers. Since our proposed architecture essentially
extends that of Dozat and Manning (2017), we also
evaluate their architecture in a pure pipeline set-
ting. In this paper, we introduce three variations of
Hebrew parsing employing distinct segmentation
techniques, as described below.

◦ Gold: The pipeline accepts the gold seg-
mentation from the Hebrew treebank.
◦ Predicted: The pipeline accepts the SOTA
segmentation predicted by Seker and Tsarfaty
(2020)’s segmention model.
◦ Joint: The joint scenario infers both the
segmentation and the parse tree using the pro-
posed architecture.

For each baseline we present SEG, POS and depen-
dency parsing DEP scores.

Metrics The Labeled Attachment Score (LAS)
serves as the predominant metric for measuring
dependency parsing accuracy. However, this mea-
surement method is incompatible for the complex
segmentation task associated with Morphologically
Rich Languages (MRLs) since the predicted seg-
ments (i.e., nodes in the tree) may differ from the
gold ones. For this reason, we evaluate segmenta-
tion using the aligned multi-set F1score (Seker and
Tsarfaty (2020), Brusilovsky and Tsarfaty (2022))
metric, specifically chosen for to cope with cases

SEG DEP
Biaffine + Oracle SEG 100 86.76
Biaffine + Predicted SEG 97.6 71.57

Table 1: The original Biaffine architecture of Dozat and
Manning (2017) with gold and predicted SEG.

Model → Stanza/Trankit
Input ↓ SEG POS DEP
Oracle SEG 100/100 94.75/97.2 78.38/89.42
Model SEG 89.51/95.2 85.03/92.68 67.45/83.55
Predicted SEG 97.6/97.6 92.73/94.92 75.52/85.66

Table 2: Trankit (Minh Nguyen and Nguyen, 2021)
and Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) results for SEG, POS and
DEP parsing in Hebrew. Oracle provides gold seg-
ments, Model provides the internal segmentation of
Stanza/Trankit, and Predicted is the SOTA segmenta-
tion of AlephBERT (Seker and Tsarfaty, 2021).

where gold and predicted segmentations do not
align, and also caters for backwards compatibility
with previous work. All results we present are av-
eraged over five distinct experiments with random
seeds.

6 Results and Analysis

Table 1 demonstrates the performance of the Dozat
and Manning (2017) architecture using both gold
oracle and predicted segmentation as input to the
biaffine architecture. These results establish that
when not using the gold (oracle) segmentation,
even a small drop in segmentation leads to a sub-
stantial decline in dependency parsing accuracy,
thereby emphasizing the importance of segmenta-
tion in parsing.

Table 2 then shows the results of Trankit
(Minh Nguyen and Nguyen, 2021) and Stanza (Qi
et al., 2020) compared with our proposed model.5

Prior to this work, Trankit achieved state-of-the-
art results on Hebrew parsing. The Oracle seg-
mentation scenarios of Trankit and Stanza provide
an idealized and unrealistic scenario, with a sub-
stantial drop when moving to non-gold scenarios.
Notably, the experimental results of Trankit with
our suggested external Hebrew segmentation sets
a new SOTA to which our architecture achieves
comparable results. The difference is minor, yet
our proposed architecture stands out by offering
an efficient full pipeline that delivers segmentation,
tagging and parsing simultaneously, avoiding the

5Our models and code are publicly available at https://
github.com/OnlpLab/Hebrew-Dependency-Parsing. All
hyperparameters are listed in the Appendix.
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SEG POS DEP
No MTL 97.68 - 84.69
+ Gender 97.67 - 84.88
+ Person 97.61 - 84.99
+ Number 97.75 - 84.76
+ POS 97.71 94.41 85.45
+ POS (heBERT) 97.51 93.9 84.31
+ POS (mBERT) 96.84 91.8 80.68
All MTLs 97.68 94.31 85

Table 3: We evaluated our model under three different
conditions: without employing any MTL, utilizing one
MTL at a time, and incorporating all MTL components
simultaneously.

SEG DEP
Static 96.36 78.19
Contextualized 97.18 82.23
Proposed 97.68 84.69

Table 4: Our model incorporates various embedding
representations. The ‘Static’ and ‘Contextualized’ em-
beddings use a lattice context, ‘Proposed’ uses a valid
sentence context for each analysis.

need to train, maintain, and install modules sepa-
rately.

Table 3 shows the results of our proposed ap-
proach with ablation of the MTL contribution.
These results demonstrate that our joint architec-
ture surpasses the original Biaffine architecture in
Hebrew parsing, attaining a state-of-the-art (SOTA)
performance with an 85.45 F1score, better than the
parsing frameworks of Stanza and Trankit. The re-
sults are comparable for the combination of Trankit
with an external model with a separately trained
decoder, with different training regimes, while in
our model, SEG, POS and DEP are trained, and
predicted, jointly.

Furthermore, Table 4 highlights the significance
of the embedding method used for encoding the
input lattices. While a substantial improvement
is evident between static and contextualized em-
beddings, a notable enhancement is also observed
when altering the context of the linearized lattice
as we propose.

Table 5 illustrates the extent to which limitations
of the MA component affect parsing performance,
in cases where certain analyses may be absent for
some tokens at inference time. It is evident that
when the correct analyses are included in the set of
possible analyses, it selects a better segmentation
that results in more accurate parsing. So, improve-
ment of the MA coverage is expected to yield even

SEG POS DEP
Infused 98.47 - 85.56
Infused + MTL POS 98.52 95.22 86.55
Uninfused 97.68 - 84.69
Uinfused + MTL POS 97.71 94.41 85.45

Table 5: Our proposed model with infused MA, with
and without POS MTL.

further improvement in parsing.
Finally, since the LLM may be seamlessly re-

placed, further improvement may come from a bet-
ter LLM encoder. Table 3 shows that replacing
mBERT (Libovický et al., 2019) with the Aleph-
BERT (Seker and Tsarfaty, 2021) encoder gave a
significantly improved performance. This leaves
a promise of further improving performance with
significantly better LLMs.

Error Analysis We performed a manual error
analysis on a subset of 50 sentences from the He-
brew UD HTB dev set. In these, there are merely
8 segmentation errors, with 5 of being a missing
definite article (’he hydia’h’) and the remaining
3 involving incorrect segmentation of fused suf-
fixes. In addition, a total of 108 dependency errors
were identified, classified into four categories: pre-
diction errors, wrong gold, truly ambiguous, and
others (Table 7 in the Appendix). Of these, 70% are
prediction errors. We categorized the errors based
on the dependency labels that are involved. The
predominant error type is associated with PP at-
tachment, where 20% of the errors confuse the obl
and nmod relations, indicating a confusion between
the complements of the verb and modifiers of the
noun, respectively (see further details in Table 8 in
the Appendix).

7 Related and Future Work

Previous research has delved into lattice-based
dependency parsing for MRLs such as Hebrew
(More et al., 2019), Turkish (Seeker and Çetinoğlu,
2015), and Sanskrit (Krishna et al., 2020b). How-
ever, these prior contributions predominantly uti-
lized graph-based and transition-based systems
grounded in feature functions that are hand-
engineered. In contrast, our current work takes
a different perspective, presenting a purely neural
architecture. A distinct challenge lies in generating
embeddings for the lattice arcs, which represent
a non-linear structure — an atypical input signal
for language models. The aforementioned lattice-
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based parsing architectures do not attend to this
complexity thereby missing out on the advantages
offered by contemporary Large Language Models
(LLMs). This paper bypasses this divide, proposing
an approach that effectively handles the intricate
context and creates robust representations for lat-
tices using neural encoders.

While neural studies in MRL parsing, such as
the work by Sandhan et al. (2021), also leverage
the Biaffine architecture of Dozat and Manning
(2017), they typically focus on architectures that
handles segmented and unambiguous inputs. Con-
sequently, these models do not cope well with the
challenges posed by the vast number of ambigu-
ous words prevalent in MRLs such as Hebrew. In
contrast, our proposed architecture accommodates
ambiguous input, offering a unified solution that
addresses both segmentation, morphological dis-
ambiguation, and parsing, in a single model.

In future research, we aim to assess our pro-
posed framework on other MRLs, evaluate its per-
formance across various language types and assess
its generalization capabilities for lower-resourced
languages. Additionally, we aim to explore further
enhancements of MTL in parsing, by adding joint
semantic predictions such as NER and SRL.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a novel neural frame-
work for jointly segmenting and parsing morpho-
syntactic structures in Morphologically Rich Lan-
guages (MRLs). We address the intricate and com-
plex nature of words in these languages and pro-
pose a method for incorporating linguistic infor-
mation structured in a lattice into a neural parsing
architecture. The contribution of this paper is man-
ifold. First, we provide a language-agnostic neu-
ral joint architecture that can be used to confirm
or disprove the joint hypothesis juxtaposed in the
pre-neural era for MRLs. Second, we provide a
thorough empirical investigation of Hebrew, pro-
viding SOTA results using a single joint model. Fi-
nally, as the proposed architecture relies on an LLM
encoder, advances are expected to be achieved
as LLMs further improve for low- and medium-
resources MRLs, potentially closing the gap with
non-MRLs.

9 Limitations

In our study, we introduce a joint morpho-syntactic
architecture tailored to address the segmentation

and parsing challenges of Morphologically Rich
Languages (MRLs) in a single a model. It is impor-
tant to note that the term “segmentation" can have
various meanings, and in our work, we specifically
refer to the segmentation of raw tokens into multi-
ple meaning-bearing units, each of which carrying
its own POS tag. This is compatible with previ-
ous work on Hebrew and other Semitic languages
(Adler and Elhadad, 2006; Seker and Tsarfaty,
2021). All modeling and design decisions made are
language-agnostic. Having acknowledged that, we
conducted experiments using Hebrew as our test
language. This investigation can and should be ex-
tended to any language that has a UD treebank and
a wide-coverage morphological analyzer (MA).

One of the key components of our approach is
the Morphological Analyzer (MA), which provides
a list of possible analyses for each token. This
component is not always freely available. Here,
our experiments focused on Hebrew. It is note-
worthy however that MAs are available for many
languages and specifically for MRLs (More et al.,
2018). MAs are available also for Arabic (Taji et al.,
2018), Turkish (Yıldız et al., 2019) and Sanskrit.6

It is also worth noting that the open MAs we can
access is academia are fairly small, but there exist
larger lexical MAs in the industry, for Hebrew and
other languages.7 On top of that, creating proper
contextualized embeddings for each segment in the
lattice is more time-consuming than is desired, and
in future work we aim to specifically address these
efficiency concerns.

Finally, when generating contextualized embed-
dings for the input lattice we employed AlephBert,
a pre-trained monolingual language model for He-
brew. Substituting this model with a bigger or more
advanced one could potentially yield further im-
provements. More work in the future may be done
on improving the way we encode the linearized
lattices, either in the realm of pre-tuning, or by
fine-tuning the LLM specifically for the lattice-
encoding task.
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A Appendix

A.1 Hyperparameters and Computing
Resources

For all models we used the hyper parameters in Ta-
ble 6. The research was conducted using a NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti machine. To enhance time
efficiency, we pre-generated embeddings before the
training phase, avoiding the need to create them for
each epoch. The process of generating embeddings
for the entire training dataset took approximately
80 minutes. On average, each epoch lasted 15
seconds, resulting in a total training time of approx-
imately 7 minutes.

For evaluation purposes, we assessed the effi-
ciency of both embedding and inference on the test
dataset, where the longest sentence consisted of 61
tokens with linearized lattice of 217 morphemes
and the shortest contained 2 tokens with linearized
lattice of 4 morphemes. The average linearized
lattice contains 57 morphemes. The average time
for embedding was 0.24 seconds, and for inference,
it was 0.017 seconds. The maximum time recorded
for embedding was 0.94 seconds, and for infer-
ence, it was 0.19 seconds. We acknowledge the
efficiency bottleneck at the embedding generation
phase, which we reserve for future research.

A.2 Error Analysis

We performed a manual error analysis by an expert
on 50 sentences sampled from the dev set, and
found 108 parsing errors. Table 7 presents the types
of dependency errors, where 70% are prediction
errors and the rest are not considered parser errors
by the expert.
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Embedding dimension 768
BiLSTM hidden size 600
Batch size 32
Embedding dropout 0.3
ARC MLP dropout 0.3
Label MLP dropout 0.3
All BiLSTMs depth 1
MLP depth 1
Arc MLP size 500
Label MLP size 100
Learning rate 0.001
MTL linear layer size 600

Table 6: Hyperparameter Settings

number percent
prediction error 76 70%
gold error 13 12%
ambiguous 11 10%
other 8 8%
all 108 100%

Table 7: Classification of errors by type.

Table 8 further presents the classification of er-
rors by gold labels. For each label we count three
types of errors: exclusively a head error, exclu-
sively a label error, or an error encompassing both
the head and label. We can see that oblique and
nmod are top ranked, followed by apposition, ad-
vmod and conj. Interestingly, at the middle of the
Table we see that on top of coordination conj, cc,
which is known to be challenging to disambiguate,
the construct-state construction compound:smixut,
a well-known Semitic phenomenon, also appears
to be confusing for the parser.
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gold label head label head + label number percent
obl 4 1 6 11 10.19%
nmod 7 2 1 10 9.26%
appos 4 1 4 9 8.34%
advmod 5 0 3 8 7.41%
conj 6 1 1 8 7.41%
cc 3 1 1 5 4.63%
ccomp 0 3 2 5 4.63%
compound:smixut 1 4 0 5 4.63%
dep 0 2 3 5 4.63%
amod 2 3 0 5 4.63%
acl:relcl 3 1 0 4 3.7%
case 3 0 1 4 3.7%
det 1 3 0 4 3.7%
obj 0 3 1 4 3.7%
nsubj 1 0 2 3 2.78%
nmod:poss 2 1 0 3 2.78%
fixed 1 0 2 3 2.78%
mark 2 1 0 3 2.78%
root 0 0 2 2 1.9%
advcl 1 1 0 2 1.9%
acl 0 0 2 2 1.9%
parataxis 0 1 0 1 0.93%
xcomp 0 0 1 1 0.93%
flat:name 0 1 0 1 0.93%
Total 46 30 32 108 100%

Table 8: Classification of errors by gold labels. Each label is divided into three types of errors: exclusively a head
error, exclusively a label error, or an error encompassing both the head and label.
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